Two computers are used (Lockheed MAC 16 16-bit minicomputers) because one CPU is not fast enough to do all of the calculations required in a 720-Hz interval. Both CPU's are presently using 95% of their available time, which makes improvements difficult. We will soon be purchasing a 3-4 times faster mini to replace both MAC's, and to increase our timing margin.
General Considerations
The Main Ring power supplies are controlled by computer rather than hardware because of the complexity of the waveforms necessary to operate the system. The Magnet Current program itself includes multiple flattops, variable slopes and parabolic curves within its typical 12-second cycle. Also, since the SCR supplies have insufficient gain-bandwidth to regulate completely in real time, a complicated, self-correcting voltage waveform must be learned over many machine cycles.
The computers are interrupt driven at a 720-Hz rate; this is an optimum speed since it is the fastest response time of the 12-phase SCR supplies. The 720 Hz is line-locked, so that analog data is sampled at a fixed phase with respect to line-related ripple. Two computers are used (Lockheed MAC 16 16-bit minicomputers) because one CPU is not fast enough to do all of the calculations required in a 720-Hz interval. Both CPU's are presently using 95% of their available time, which makes improvements difficult. We will soon be purchasing a 3-4 times faster mini to replace both MAC's, and to increase our timing margin.
The Regulation System Figure 1 describes the regulation system. The processes described in it are repeated for each of the 3 magnet busses (bend plus 2 quads).
The disc is the starting point of activity; each 720-Hz interval it supplies a program, disc profile and update. The program is simply the desired magnet current for that time slot. The disc profile represents the total voltage that the power supply system should be generating, and the update is a learned correction to the disc profile. The disc profile and update are summed to form the working profile. This number is then converted into power supply phasing and transmitted to the appropriate power supplies. Summary current is compared to the disc-generated program, and an error signal (A) is produced. A is used in two ways: it is transmitted to a power supply to provide fast feedback correction, and it also modifies the update which is then stored back onto the disc for use in the next ramp cycle. The updates change slowly, from cycle to cycle, and constitute a self-correcting function generator.
The two minicomputers are called MAC-B and MAC-C. Labels in Fig. 1 indicate the sharing of functions between them.
Elements of the System
A)
The Disc A 1-megabyte disc is attached to MAC-C. It can store the data for six 12-second ramp files, although in normal operation we run continuously on one file. Data is transferred from the disc to 320-word length buffers in MAC-C core via the Multiplexed Data Channel (MDC). The transfer is initiated by the CPU, then controlled automatically by the MDC while the CPU resumes normal regulation calculations. Two buffers, A and B, are loaded alternately (see Fig. 2 ). The CPU regulates on the data in buffer A for 444 ms (320 points x 1/720sec) while buffer B is being loaded. Then the CPU operates on buffer B while buffer A's modified updates are sent back to the disc and new data is loaded into thebuffer. The process then repeats throughout the cycle. A third buffer -the R buffer -resides in core and is used immediately after a reset pulse starts the new ramp cycle.
The R buffer contains the data for the first 444 ms of the ramp. It must be kept in core because the reset pulse is not synchronous with the buffer transfer timing.
Each 320-word length buffer contains nine parallel segments -(program+profile+update)x(bend+2 quads) -so is actually 2,880 words in size.
B)
The Converter
To convert the working profile into power supply control information, we divide the profile by the nominal supply voltage (900 V), and get a quotient (Q) and remainder (Rem). Q indexes a power supply "turn-on order" table to find the address of the indicated supply; Rem indexes a 450-word "phase" table to find the appropriate phase angle. The data is then transmitted to the power supply. .444 s CYCLE TIME
The profile increment is limited to 200 volts-per-720 Hz interval, so that each power supply in the turnon order must be addressed in sequence, and none can be skipped over. When the profile increases to address the next supply in the turn-on order, the previously addressed supply is turned full-on.
C) Update Modification
If the error signal (A) indicates excess currentin a given time slot, the corresponding update is decreased, so that during the next ramp cycle there will be less voltage and hence less current. Damping is added to the calculation in the form of "neighbor gain". Each update is corrected slightly towards the line joining its two neighboring updates (see Fig. 3 Up(t) is corrected by adding a fraction of AN. The total update modification can now be written as:
Damping the system reduces the bandwidth, as can be seen by noting the resemblance of the neighbor term to the 2nd derivitive of the update function (At's implicit), and rewriting the formula as: 
